Class of 1997

Seniors

...and friends

left: Amy Curry, Biology; Jen Korb, Biology; and Emily Zebst, HDSR
right: Kyla Osborne, IAS & Psychology; and Tricia Smith, IAS & Spanish

below: Sarah Ketchum, Biology; Dianna Zarewych, Biology; Travis, Christine Mungall, Biology; Sal Acezes, Spanish; Becky Olson, Chemistry; Erin Timby, Biology; and Molly Thomas, Biology

above: Anna Neatour, English

top left: Stephanie Talsma, Psychology & Math; and Alyssa Stone, Chemistry
right: Hope Nguyen, English; Jason Hughes; and Angie Bortel, Political Science
right: Martin Acosta, Economics
below: Collete Thomas, Chemistry; and Chris Nicholas

bottom left: Gail Nelson, Psychology; Carrie Ziehl, Biology; Cat Goodman, Psychology; and Nichole Miller, English
right: Aimee A. D’Aloisio, Chemistry
Rachel Bemis, Music; Ryan McQuade, Biology; Shannon Coleman, Religion; Mara Bragg, English; Kelly Riley, Spanish; Stephanie; the Erlangen group, 1996

left: Christa Clapp, Economics; right: Julie Quigley, HDSR; Martin Acosta, Economics; and Tina

middle right: Rachel Bemis, Music; Ryan McQuade, Biology; Shannon Coleman, Religion; Kara Mangalick, Health Sciences; and Tina

left: Stephanie

middle: Martin Acosta, Economics; and Patricia

middle right: Randy Lindstrom, Health Sciences; Lisa Roschek, IAS; Steve Tack, Economics; Bryan Blattert, Health Sciences; Whitney Waara, Economics; Alyssa Stone, Chemistry; Ben Breitinger, Economics; Blake Lancaster, Psychology; and Angie Pratt, Psychology

bottom right: Kyla Osborne, IAS & Physics; Tina Cox, French; and Alex
right: Kelly Carpenter; Jeff Pierce, Economics; Arron Appala; Steve Strecker, Math & Computer Science
middle right: Monique Labudie, Art/Art History
middle left: Matthew Dube, Health Science

left: Renee C. Norton, HDSR
right: Bryn Martin, History

left: Micky Matson, Chemistry
right: Stacy Fattinger, HDSR; and Audra Eisin, HDSR in Uganda
top left: Manish Garg, Health Sciences  top middle: Catherine Noble, History  top right: Rayline Latchaw, Economics & Psychology; Karen Lechtzin, Math

middle left: Joe Strife, HDSR & Religion; middle right: Lisa K. Roschke, IAS; Jennifer Korb, Biology; Melissa Weinhold, Biology; bottom left: Dona Bailey, History; Brom Stibitz; Molly Mechtenberg, IAS, and Luke Sandro, Biology; bottom right: Guerkan Munsuz, Economics; Matt Lango, Philosophy; Matt Calvert, Philosophy; Patrick Noud, Biology; Christopher Kennelly, Economics

middle right: Paula Fedder, HDSR; and Angela Pratt, Psychology  bottom left: Alison Weiss, Psychology; and Richard Dryer, Science  middle: Christina Wootton, History  right: Andrew Mikloche, Engineering 3,2
above: Haans Mulder, History; right: Denna Evoe, Psychology; Collette Thomas, Chemistry; Laura Bullen, Health Science; and Alison Crane, Biology; far right: Lisa Denton; and Rebecca Avery, Religion

above: Kelly Riley, Spanish; Mara Bragg, English; and Lola Baumann, Spanish; English

right: Laura Bergeron, Chemistry; Erin Timby, Biology; Jen Brown, Psychology; Molly Thomas, Biology; Becky Olson, Chemistry; Christine Mungall, Biology; and Leigh Harrington

above: Shannon Coleman, Religion; Mara Bragg, English; Susan Johnson, Anthropology; Rolland Elliott, Amy Trenkle, Sociology; and Kimberly Schultz, Classics & English; far left: Henry Langreder, Religion & History; Hope Nguyen, English; left: Monica A. Terrell, IAS
left: Marin Christensen, Psychology; right: Renee Norton, HDSR; and Karin Lystad, IAS with host family in France

right: Angie Pratt, Psychology; Stephanie Talsma, Physics & Math in New York far right: photo courtesy of Ryan McQuade, Biology

below: Nathan Vercauteren, English; Nichole Miller, English; Rebecca Avery, Religion; and Gail Nelson, Psychology right: Hope Nguyen, English

left: Deepthi Chilakapati, Anthropology; and Christine Kiracofe, Health Sciences & Art History

above: Toeknnelee, Biology; Troy Amber, HDSR; Mike Volk, Biology; and Tom Shin, Religion & Biology

middle left: Kathy Keefer, IAS; Molly Wilks, English; Jodi Schmaltz, Philosophy & Political Science; and Carla Varner, Economics & German middle right: Elizabeth Lindau, Chemistry & Art/Art History; and Kiragu Wambeui left: Guerkan Munsuz, Economics right: Tangella Jackson, Health Sciences
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Fall Quarter

middle left: Tara Darcy in Dr. Evan's Ethology class  middle right: Colin Shea
bottom: Victor Garcia helping FacMan in the NEW and IMPROVED, HIGH TECH way to rake leaves
right: Hope Nguyen, Angie Bortel, and Jeff Talbert at the NVSO Halloween party
below: Dr. Carpenter, and Dr. Nielson scooping ice cream at the Exam Week Extravaganza

above: Kevin Harper, Angie Rehfuss, and Eric Sindelar blowing bubbles on the Quad
right: Marge Belchak, Mike Scholty, Amy Hudgins, and Courtney Goike studying Calculus
above: Andrew Seidl, Annie Robertson, Danny Frank, Yukihiro Iwasaki, Lana Armstrong, Heather Booth, Simone Gilbert, Dusty Morris, Kevin Clements, Meg Laderbach, Margy Belchak, & Jillian Hooker bottom left: Lana Armstrong & Jillian Hooker middle: Jillian Hooker, Lara Armstrong, Annie Robertson, Todd, and Danny Frank

“If you can’t enjoy, endure.” Yukihiro Iwasaki
Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer
More Women's Soccer  
Women's Cross Country
Football

Volleyball
Football Players in Action

Cheerleading
HomeKoming

top: Kathleen Jacobs, Jude Smith, and Juleen Morford top right: Sara Rivara, Martha Uicker, Jen Bowers, Jen Spezza, Kim Yake, Karen Lechtzin, Ryan McQuade, and Rayline Latchaw right: Residential Life prepares for the football field activities

above: Vicky Fletcher and Sue Nelson get their caricatures drawn during the HomeKoming week activities right: Jess Sprout, Katie, and Juleen Morford get down in Pep Band

above: Barb Ruble right: Jen Bowers, John Garlits, Steven King, Erin McClintic, Andrea Field, Sara Rivara, and Ingrid Peterson

right: Leah Cole, top: Whitney Waara, Lisa Rohde, Brian Tallerico, Patty Weinrick, and Loralei Lacina below: Julie Dicks, Jessica Weybright, and Lisa
above: Rayline Latchaw loved Goldfish crackers at Homecoming. top right: Evelyn Walsh, Becky Holm, and Aileen Wagner take a break at the Masquerade Ball sponsored by Hoben Hall.

left: Shirely Kurc, Dr. Fink, Jenn Combes, and Julia Clay after completing the Math, Physics, and Computer Science Hike. above: Carla Varner, Katie Clark, Tim Smith, Lola Baumann, and Molly Sullivan.

left: Hope Nguyen and Lisa Roschke working on a group project for Visual Fundamentals taught by Rebecca Hutchinson. top: Kevin Nesburg.

Brock, “I am my own Groupie”

top left: Skunk (Erica Bickel, David Hossler, Cindy Fennimore, Laura Stucky, Brad Minner) playing at Club “K”
top right: Paul Unwin, and Dan Berlin
middle right: Scotch Tapir (Phil Mather, Sara Rivara, Dave Brockington, Matt Lund)
avove: Brian Martin and friends “Rocky Horror Show”!
bottom right: Bruce McVey serving hamburgers to Nichole Basnight and Rebecca Olson for the opening of the CD Center’s NEW DOORS

top: Pete Coppinger, Jenny O’Daniel, Karen Reed, Ben Imdieke, Lisa Roschke, Brigette Sparkmann, Donnita Fowlkes, Bernard Palchick
left: Matt Calvert, Kris Schaffner, Jodi Schmaltz, Megan O’Connor, Roopal Patel, and Nikki McIlroy
bottom left: Vanessa Greene reading up at the CD Center’s open house
bottom right: Daisy Casares, Jose Agas, Kalinca Velasco-Zarate
top left: Mel Cook, Heather Yagiela, Sarah Smathers, Karen Reed, Chris Dragisic, Jennifer Combes, and Celia Marsh in their suite right: Andrea Greeves, Coach Matuer, Brooke Dinse, Felicity Hesed, Christina Gasko, Eileen Wagner, Susan Johnson, & Rebecca Avery; the Folk Dance P.E. elective

top right: Celia Marsh's friends (Sarah Fix, Sarah Smathers, Mel Cook, & Heather Yagiela) marvel over her new SHORT haircut. After many years of having hair all the way down her back, Celia OPENED A NEW DOOR by making a change. top right: Rachel Toomy & Holly Zywiec

bottom: Christina Flemming enjoying a Hoben Hall activity
top left: Red Square fall quarter, photo by Carl Pattison
top right: Red Square winter quarter...WHAT? WHERE? RED SQUARE? photo by Chris Dragisic
right: “Winter Wonderland” photo by Cari Pattison
bottom: Laura Sinche, Evelyn Walsh, Aileen Wagner, & Brian Fowler being mischievous in the snow

Winter Quarter


And More SNOW!

top left: Cecilia Marsh standing in the snow
right: Chris Dragisic traying down the Quad
bottom: Laura Sinche, Cecilia Marsh, Evelyn Walsh, Aileen Wagner, and Amy Shrock preparing for the bitter cold
Men's Basketball

Women's Basketball
top left: Kyle “I’m never going to be in the yearbook” Secrist top right: Peter Copenger, Tom Burns, & Knut Hill middle: Colleen, Katie, Juleen Morford, & Carrie bottom left: Kyla Wonderleigh bottom right: Mary Beth Brockmeier, Alison Weiss, Angela Pratt, & Cat Goodman
top left: Rich Bryer & Alison Weiss  top right: Joe Botke & Joe Carey  middle: Mike Super  magician below: Marcus Boos, Liz Bennett, Sean Smith, Colleen Boylan, & Brian Greer  bottom right: Rayline Latchaw & Liz Standifer on New Year's Eve
Spring Quarter

top: Sharla Aungst, Luke Sandro, Marc Bade, Danny Frank & Rebecca Barber at Trash Bash
left: Rene Hicks Bald to Blonde Tour
middle: John Garlits and Evelyn Walsh at the African Dance
bottom right: Tengella Jackson, Eeka Prude, and Donnita Fowlkes at the African Dance

left: Amy Trenkle, top right: Leah Sidell at the African Dance
middle left: Annessa Bady
middle right: photo by Chris Dragisic
bottom: Christina Novinskey & Jeff Myers at the Inaugural Ball
THE DAY

above left: Heather Booton on the Orbitron above right: Annalee Slingerland on the Vecro Wall bottom left: Sue Nelson & Amy Shrock in the Moonwalk bottom right: Patti Marcoux runs faster and goes farther than her friend at Spring Fling

THE DANCE

above left: Kim Yake, Colleen Beckmann, and Julia Clay do'n the "Boot Scoot'n Boogie" above right: Spring Fling is put on by S.A.C. every year. This year's decorators from S.A.C were: Jamie Zysk, Gena Lynn, Mindy Bradish, Andrea Goethals, Dyke McEwen, Chris McPeak, Hannah Seo, Joe Lee, Kyla Wonderleigh, Molly Brady, Amanda Gramith, Kevin Arnold, Alyssa Thomas, Beth Wittman, & Kelly Collins bottom left: Dina Khakimshanova, John Mendenhall, Patricia, Martin Acosta, & Jennifer Seamans at the dance bottom right: Jessica Emhoff & Eric Kelly dance the night away
Men's Tennis

Women's Tennis

Kalamazoo College

KALAMAZOO COLLEGE
Inaugural Events

right: Dan Lawson, Ben Imdieke, Manish Garg, Jane Woolsey, Jamie Lyman, Cecelia Marsh, Barb Vogelsang, Lisa Ceravolo, Beth Gregory-Wallis, Jacquelyn Pursel, Chris Dragisic

middle: Ben Imdieke and Andy Miller performing at the Fete De Renaissance

above left: Andrea Gilman and Angie Wittenauer at the Inaugural Ball
above right: Dr. Jones gives Inaugural Address
left: Dr. and Mrs. Jones above: Joe Strife dances with Nicky Shepard

above: Dr. Jones after his inauguration: Liesel Leary and Dan Lawson at the Inaugural Ball far right: Dr. Jones, part of the act
Senior Soiree
above: Eric Olsen, Laurel Fitzhugh, Andrea Gilman, Jeff Grisenthwaite, Beth Mills, & Mark Hannum Erlangen group in Bonn bottom left: Eric Edoff, Steve Sellier, Keegan Keefer, Damien Russink, Patty Weinrick, Jesse Reinert in Bonn bottom right: Heather Booton & her male companions in Russia

above left: Patricia on her way to Germany above right: Alyssa Thomas, Erica Barnes, & Semra Koymen in Spain, middle: Stacey Saunders packing for short term foreign study bottom left: Laurel Fitzhugh bottom right: Dave Sands in Spain "word to yo moth'a"
above: Dave Deer & Kyle Secrist & the burnt out car

below: Jo Ann Draper, Stephanie Wooster, JJ Powell, & Jon Sander at their...

...last dinner together with friends and host families in Russia
Fine Arts
A crack in the Door...Kandids
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A crack in the Door...Kandids
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A crack in the Door...Kandids 89
Student Organizations & their Activities

above: SAC presented Quadstock in the summer

NOTE: The people in the pictures on each organization's page may not be members of that organization. They could have simply gone to one of that organization's events.
Allegro is Kalamazoo College's music club.

Amnesty International

Amnesty International is a human rights organization committed to upholding universal human rights, through pressuring governments that are guilty of human rights violations. The organization holds monthly petition drives, postcard and letter writing campaigns in the name of prisoners of conscience and other victims of human rights violations. Fund raisers are held to earn money for Amnesty, and events are sponsored to raise consciousness about human rights violations all over the world.

The Kalamazoo College chapter of the American Chemical Society is made up of students who are interested in learning more about chemistry and careers in chemistry. This year, ACS organized a movie night, sponsored an activity with the Boy Scouts of America helping them to receive merit badges, and held quarterly Liquid Nitrogen Ice Cream parties (shown in photo below by Heather Boeotan).
ASA is an organization which welcomes all students, faculty, administrators, and members of the community to become involved. The goal of ASA is to provide a support group for all Asians and those interested in Asian culture.

Members of ASA performing (right) Ravi Majumdar, Avani Shukla, Amit, Genie Hahn, Tanveer Islam, Amber Ahmad, Kant Desai, Nishal, Sid, Aneesha Balchandani. Above Hope Nguyen speaks. Top right: Asia House, located on Academy Street.

Below, left, & above: Community members help Kalamazoo College students become culturally aware of Asian dancing by perform in the first annual Asia Fest.
The Black Student Organization (BSO) is designed to meet the needs of students of African descent, and the greater campus community who realize a need for more diversity at Kalamazoo College. The BSO sponsors such activities as African Week, lectures, movie festivals, the annual BSO Dinner and the Cultural Awareness Troupe.
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The Boiling Pot is the College's yearbook.
The Cauldron is the College Literary/Art Magazine.

right: Mike Haedicke selling the Cauldron in front of Hicks at dinner; middle left: Shawn McKinney; middle right: Mike Mulhanney selling in front of Hicks; bottom: Dan and Mike Haedicke in the Carriage House working on the Cauldron NEXT PAGE. Cauldron members for the Spring quarter are: Mike Haedicke, Elizabeth Hakken, Devin Brain, Kerry Doherty, Justin Breeze, Rob Kent, Angle, Jacque Chevalier, Mike Mulhanney, Matt McConnell, & Emily Van Strien.

Coalition on Race and Diversity is an organization that focuses on promoting and embracing diversity on campus. CORD believes that no one should ever have to live in an environment where they are addressed as "cripple", "faggot", "nigger" or any other name. They believe their diversity is a strength not a weakness thus, they Respect, Learn, & Celebrate Diversity!!!
The Economics & Business Club

The Economic's and Business Club is a club for both Economic majors, and non-majors. They meet once a week to plan guest speakers for the school, fund raising activities, trips to go beyond the K Bubble and look at the economy around them, and to discuss class concerns. Each quarter, they also plan a get-to-gather with economics professors.

top right: Erin R. McClintic and Kyla Wonderleigh snuggle with a gum-ball machine at Ed Debevic's in Chicago as they wonder how much of a profit the machine takes in each day.

right: Erin McClintic, Jasper, Liesl Leary, and Emily Seitz at Ed Debevic's during the Chicago trip that included hearing talks at the FED, the World Trade Center, and the Chicago Stock Exchange.

EnvOrg

EnvOrg is an environmental activist group focusing on education of the campus and the greater Kalamazoo community about local and global environmental issues. Recent activities include Earth Fest, the annual Trash Bash, and many outside speakers.

top right: a fund raising booth at the Trash Bash
right: a band at the Trash Bash
below: Mike Kellogg harasses students to fill out a questionnaire about recycle bins on campus.

Student Organizations
Frelon Dance Company

top left: at the Fete de Renaissance top right: Rachel Collins, Jennie-Dare Drummond & Jami Larson right: Renee Krieg, Jennie-Dare Drummond, Heather Warren, Jami Larson, Annalee Slingerland, Laura Maxson, Becky Olson, & Aaron Podolner OPPOSITE PAGE: bottom left: Martin Blumentritt & Jennie-Dare Drummond

Student Organizations
The GLBSO offers support for gay men, lesbians, bisexuals and their friends and seeks to foster increased understanding and acceptance on campus. In addition to movies and weekly discussions, GLBSO sponsors quarterly events designed to promote education and activism among both the College campus and the larger Kalamazoo community.
Habitat For Humanity

Habitat For Humanity is an international program dedicated to provide homes for low income families with a local Kalamazoo affiliate. This Christian based organization is open to all volunteers and focuses on building and remodeling homes in low income areas.

below: Chris Dragisic, Laura Sinche, Angela, Whitney, Knut Hill, Sheila Harpster, Dan Lawson, & Celia Marsh

Index

The Index is the campus newspaper. The role of the newspaper is to give students interested in journalism the opportunity to develop journalism skills such as reporting, writing, editing, and layout techniques, and to report the news, events and concerns of the college community. Particularly interested in change that can be affected at the student level, the Index functions as a sounding board for opinions on significant campus issues and gives students first hand experience in publishing a weekly newspaper.

top right: Mara Bragg & Amy Trenkle left: Becki Lair & Mike Mullaney below: Andrea Gilman, Cullen Hendrix, & Mike Mullaney

Student Organizations
The International Student Organization (ISO) was grounded to assist foreign students at Kalamazoo College in their adjustment to American life and to make their stay more enjoyable. Another goal of the ISO is to promote better understanding between students from other countries and those from the US who come to K. This is done through meetings, discussions, trips, and activities that bring together international and "domestic" students. One way of understanding a people is to understand how they have fun—this is one goal towards which the ISO strives.

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship

This organization seeks to provide mutual encouragement among Christians and to demonstrate Christian truth in all areas of life. The activities include regular Bible study groups, prayer groups, a Christian book table, retreats and conferences.
The Jewish Organization is a student-run organization which presents events ranging from movies, speakers, brunches, in addition to annual events such as a passover seder and organizational fair. Their intention is to provide an opportunity for informal gatherings while bringing Jewish awareness to the campus.

K-Handbells

One of the few college handbell choirs in West Michigan, K-Handbells of Kalamazoo College is an independent organization open to all students who can read music and fully commit to three rehearsals per week. K-Handbells performs every quarter for College and community events.

K-Spirit

K-Spirit is a student organization which promotes College spirit and unity at major athletic activities. Musicians, cheerleaders, and athletes work together on the events.

Top left: the hornet with three cheerleaders. Top right & middle: Pep Band. Left: the cheerleaders.
Kalamazoo College Guild of Change Ringers

This organization is dedicated to the study & practice of the ancient art of ringing changes on bells. Members of the Guild are responsible for the ringing of the Stetson Chapel bells (the largest of which weighs more than half a ton) at weddings, concerts, memorial services, graduation, and other events.

Overseas Development Network (ODN)

The Overseas Development Network is a national, student-based, non-profit organization. The members address global issues such as hunger, poverty, & social injustice through education, activism, and fist-hand experience.

NVS

Is the Non-Violent Student Organization on campus. They hold weekly meetings in the Peace House, and attend peaceful demonstrations on a number of issues like pornography & the death penalty.
Project BRAVE

Bringing Action & Voluntary Excellence to Kalamazoo College. The members of Project BRAVE meet weekly to help plan volunteering activities uniting Kalamazoo College Students & the community. The group acts as a facilitator in the planning of both individual & group projects throughout the year. Activities often involve the youth, elderly, impoverished, & survivors of abuses who reside in the Kalamazoo area. BRAVE also raises money for various other local charitable organizations.

Students for Creative Anachronism

SCA is a recreation organization dedicated to the historical time period of 600-1600 A.D. Experiences such as dance classes, combat demonstrations, period costuming, weaving, and conventions are offered.

United Campus Ministries

United Campus Ministry is a fellowship and support group for students on the Kalamazoo College campus. Weekly meetings provide an opportunity to explore the spiritual & faith dimensions of our lives. Although rooted in the Christian tradition, this group holds to no formal doctrinal statement, but seeks to be attentive to God's presence.
Student Activities Committee

The Student Activities Committee works through the Office of Student Development to plan, organize, and present the major events on campus. This office also hosts comedians, hypnotists, magicians, jugglers, and Club K. The major campus-wide activities are: Poster Sale, Homecoming, Blood Drive, Holiday Bazaar, Exam Week Extravaganza, Monte Carlo, Air Band, Spring Fling, Movie on the Quad, Bahama Boogie, & Quadstock.

Waterpolo
Student Commission

The Student Commission of Kalamazoo College seeks to become a strong & respected voice of and for the students of this campus, & an organization which promotes community & helps to foster an environment which is safe and supportive, both in academics and in community life. In order to accomplish this, Student Commission serves the student body by addressing the needs and concerns of educational and community life, & promotes the interests & general welfare of the student body in the policies & actions that affect us.

WJMD

WJMD is the radio station for Kalamazoo College. WJMD is the oldest college radio station in Michigan—they started as WOAD in the spring of 1924. They broadcast at the college at 90.1 FM 24 hours a day. The station plays a wide variety of music, including rock, rap, jazz, hip-hop, ska, and folk.

left: Nichole Shepperd tunes in to listen to the first interview on the air with the new president bottom left: a band plays at the station’s 51st anniversary below: students enjoy the bands at the celebration
Wesley Foundation

right: Gena Lynn, Ryan McQuade, Rebecca Avery, Jeff Williams, Andrew Schleicher, & Christy Lynn

The Gymnastics Club

Other Organizations not described or pictured include: The Bicycle Club, the Biology Club, The English Club, Inter-House Association, JSO, Running/Track Club, Ski Club, Volleyball Club, Women's Equity Coalition, Women's Resource Center, & Ultimate Frisbee Society. This may be due to lack of interest in the club this year, or lack of pictures.
Congratulations Seniors!

Susie, Follow your Dream.
Love, Mom, Dad, Brittany, Michael & Elizabeth

Paula! A wise woman once said..."Never mistake knowledge for wisdom. One helps you make a living; the other helps you make a life."...We wish you a wonderful life!
Love, Mom & Dad

Katie Shively, you're our Hero!! Congratulations!!
Love, Mom, Dad, Brad, Brett, Brian, Berta and the cats

We celebrate your unique achievements, Carrie.
Congratulations on your graduation from KU!

"Trust in the Lord with all thine heart; and lean not unto thine own understanding. In all thy ways acknowledge him, and he shall direct thy paths."
Proverbs 3:5-6

Congratulations Tangella
Love, Mom & Dad
Jenny

We are so proud of you, not only of all your accomplishments, but of the person you have become. We wish you happiness and success in ANY thing you choose to do.

Love,
Mom & Dad

Congratulations.

Love,
Mom & Dad

Kathy,
You will always be Daddy’s little girl and your Mom’s “Sunshine.” We are so very proud of you. Thank you for bringing such joy to our lives. We love you!
Mom & Dad

KA MALU ON ‘AINA PAULO! We’re so proud of you and the man you’ve become! Congratulations & good luck in law school
Love,
Ken, Mom, Kirsten & Ryan

Mary Helen,
Success is measured not only by what you accomplish but by how many friends you make along the way.
Congratulations on four successful years. As the door closes a window opens. We’re proud of you Milen!
Love,
Mom & the Family

Through four generations at K College, family has always been paramount. Michelle, carry on the Hoben tradition of excellence as you continue your “fellowship in learning” (Allan Hoben, Pres., 1922-1935). With love and admiration, Mom, Dad, Rick and Katie.
Congratulations to our "STAR" Kalamazoo Grad! You make us proud! Love ya, Lara & Nelson

Ninang, All the best for a "BRIGHT" future! your Godson, Derek

We have LOTS in Common...

June 14, 1997

Congratulations on 4 great years at K. We're proud of your hard work and dedication. Be the "BEST" you can be. Love you, Mom & Dad

Dearest Sara, Congratulations and thanks for the thrills.

Pony Boy, Phat D, & Lady E

Good luck in New Zealand, we'll all be cheering you on from the States.

Kevin-We're proud of you! May God bless you and guide you in your future. We love you! Mom, Dad, Jill, Holly, & Lisa

Occasional spills and smiles you have provided us. We are very proud of you. Love always, Mom, Dad & Eric

We're very proud of you! Mom & Dad

Pootsie "My four kids altogether didn't add up to a 4.0." Love, Pap Felicitades From the rest of us.

Good Luck Seniors, in opening all of your NEW DOORS of the future.

-the Boiling Pot
Congratulations
Audra
Love,
Mom, Dad, & Pfeffer

Julia Quigley
“The soul should always stand ajar, ready to welcome the ecstatic experience.”
Emily Dickinson
with Love - Mom, Dad & Brian

Mazel Tov!
It has been such a pleasure to watch you grow from a delightful child into a lovely and capable young woman.
All our love,
Mom & Dad

Way to go PETE!

Love,
Mom,
Sarah & Jason

Congratulations, Rebecca Avery!
Ever since you were a young child, you have demonstrated a desire to learn and to have new experiences.
At Kalamazoo College, you were able to broaden your horizons and to mature into a wonderful young woman.
We hope you will continue to explore and learn throughout your entire lifetime, always secure in the knowledge that we love you very much.
You are our joy.
Mom and Dad
Opening the Next Door...

Last Images Before

above: Tom Shin, Eric Schwartz, Dr. Langeland, Dr. Sutherland, Tony Lee, & Erin Timby in a toast at the Diebold Banquet

above left: Cari Pattison, Steve King, Liesl Leary, Evelyn Walsh (with her new orange belt), & friends above right: David Brockington & Tom Burns roasting marshmallows at a Hoben Hall activity

top left: Laurel Fitzhugh & Jeff Grisenthwaite in Germany top right: "Shape of Grace" Fall 1996 by Sher Marie Ferrel photo by Cari Pattison bottom left: Cecelia Marsh by Chris Dragisic bottom right: Tangella Jackson

And Closing this One
top left: Karen Hartmann and Heather Booth get dressed up for donuts top right: Jon Price and Mandy Redmen cuddle on the beach middle left: seniors celebrate the end of comps with dinner above: Claudia Cap, Melissa Cook, Heather Tagelia, Karrie Huston, Tatyana Matish, Jamie Strauch, and Anne Hearn left: Adam Wyner, Zivit Javetz, Mara Bragg, two Western students, and Leah Sidell
above left: Felicity Hesed & Josh on the Quad above right: Robert Jones, blues story teller below: Jennifer Korb, Sarah Slack, Melissa Weinhold, Eric Eddo, & Knut Hill make a toast to Dr. Evans at the Diebold Banquet Dinner

top left: photo by Cari Pattison above: Allison VanDover below: Jose Egas-Loaiza dances while the Ballroom dancing instructor whirls Megan O'Connor around
On To The
Next New Door

This year has been a year of change: a new President, a new Provost, tons of new professors, a new K plan, an entering class that will be here in the new century; the Class of 2000, new organizations, new rules, a newly redone dining hall, plans for a new schedule, a newly redone CD Center, a new portfolio requirement, a new e-mail server, and just a new K.

Therefore, naming this year’s yearbook “Opening New Doors” only seemed appropriate. Little did I know that even more new changes would come about through the year...and this has led me to believe that the choice of names is a perfect fit.
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I would like to give special thanks to:
Shannon McVay- without your hours of help, my brain would be fried by now.
Pam Beitzel- thank you for showing me the ropes and believing in me.
Chris Dragisic, Cari Pattison, and Heather Booton- without your great pictures to fill in the missing spots this book wouldn't be so much fun!
John Garlits- thanks for listening to me talk (babble) about the book, for giving me a shoulder to lean on when I was frustrated, and for helping me loosen up in those tense times. I'm really going to miss you.
Kyla Wonderleigh & Beckey Holmes- for making me feel good about the book, always giving me a smile, and keeping me company in the Boiling Pot room. May the “Harmon hall quad” live on!!!
Aileen Wagner- for throwing the responsibility of the yearbook my way. It has made me a better person, & I've actually loved doing it!!
I would also like to thank Barb Vogelsang, Jenn Combes, the many people that I kicked off the front computer in Dewing, the people who gave me photos, and the thousands of people who helped me name the student body.

Erin R. McClintic
Editor-in-Chief, 1997